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Amenability of groupoids and
asymptotic invariance
of convolution powers
Theo Bu¨hler and Vadim A. Kaimanovich
Abstract. The original definition of amenability given by von Neumann in
the highly non-constructive terms of means was later recast by Day using
approximately invariant probability measures. Moreover, as it was conjec-
tured by Furstenberg and proved by Kaimanovich –Vershik and Rosenblatt,
the amenability of a locally compact group is actually equivalent to the exis-
tence of a single probability measure on the group with the property that the
sequence of its convolution powers is asymptotically invariant. In the present
article we extend this characterization of amenability to measured groupoids.
It implies, in particular, that the amenability of a measure class preserving
group action is equivalent to the existence of a random environment on the
group parameterized by the action space, and such that the tail of the random
walk in almost every environment is trivial.
And though absolute justice
be unattainable, as much justice
as we need for all practical use
is attainable by all those
who make it their aim.
Unto This Last
John Ruskin
Introduction
1o. The origins of amenability—Lebesgue’s and Hausdorff’s measure prob-
lems, the paradoxes of Hausdorff and Banach –Tarski, the solution by Banach of
the Hausdorff problem in low dimensions— left their distinctive hallmark during
the early years. Von Neumann (who formulated his definition in 1929 [vN29])
and other pioneers were, of course, perfectly aware of the propinquity between the
Banach–Mazur limits and Cesa`ro’s averaging, yet they felt no need to leave the
heights of newfound Cantor’s paradise.
Perfect invariance being unattainable in the lowly world of averages and prob-
abilities, one can try to make do with an approximate one. It is the latter—much
more constructive—avenue that was explored from the late 40s through the mid-60s
in several directions and resulted in a plethora of necessary and sufficient conditions
for amenability.
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The beginning of this new period is marked by the appearance of the English
term amenability coined by Day in 1949 [Day49] (the full version [Day50] appears
in 1950). In this announcement he introduces the following “strong amenability”
condition on a discrete group G: there exists a net (a sequence, if G is countable) of
finitely supported probability measures θn on G which is (strongly) asymptotically
invariant in the sense that
(1) }gθn ´ θn} Ñ 0 @ g P G .
The fact that this “strong” amenability is actually equivalent to the “plain” one is
established by Day in his 1957 follow-up paper [Day57, Theorem 1].
In the meantime Reiter and Følner (independently both of Day and of each
other) introduce their respective conditions as well 1.
Følner’s condition [Føl55, Main theorem (1)] is essentially an “ε-form” of
Day’s condition (1) with the important difference, though, that the measures θn are
additionally required to be uniform on their supports (as this condition, unlike (1),
is formulated in terms of finite subsets of the group). Its predecessor (formulated
using the Haar measure of the involved sets) appeared in Dixmier’s earlier paper
[Dix50, p. 221] as a sufficient condition for the existence of an invariant mean on
the L8 space of a locally compact group. Følner—unaware of both [Day50] and
[Dix50]—works in the same setup of discrete groups as von Neumann and Day,
and proves the equivalence of his condition to amenability. Day, in addition to his
own argument, mentions in [Day57] that the characterization of amenability by
condition (1) is also a consequence of Følner’s criterion.
Reiter’s condition for locally compact topological groups—the uniform conver-
gence on compact sets in (1) with absolutely continuous measures θn—first appears
in a rather cumbersome notation in his paper [Rei52, formula (ii1) on p. 405],
where it is established for abelian groups. In 1960 it is more explicitly restated in
[Rei60, Lemma 1] and popularized by Dieudonne´ [Die60, p. 284] under the telling
name “property (P1)”. At the time neither of them is aware of any links with
amenability; it is first mentioned by Reiter in the 1965 paper [Rei65] where he
proves the equivalence of condition (P1) to the existence of a topological invariant
mean on the group.
2o. In the late 70s the notion of amenability is extended beyond groups to ac-
tions, equivalence relations, and, more generally, to groupoids (see Connes [Con94]
and Weinstein [Wei96] for their physical, algebraic, geometrical and analytical
raisons d’eˆtre and a passionate apology for the groupoid cause).
The forerunners of this development are a number of examples in which ac-
tions of non-amenable groups— like, for instance, the boundary action of the group
PSLp2,Zq, see Bowen [Bow77] and Vershik [Ver78]— exhibit properties similar
to amenability. The original definition of an amenable action is given by Zimmer
[Zim78, Definition 1.4] using a rather involved fixed point property (which is the
main application of amenability, see footnote 2 on next page, although this property
1Although in modern expositions Day is somewhat eclipsed by Reiter and Følner, his contri-
bution was undeniably recognized by the contemporaries. One reason for this shift might be that
in spite of the prominent presence of the results from [Day50, Day57] in Greenleaf’s trendsetting
book [Gre69]—namely, in §2.4 entitled The celebrated method of Day, which is precisely how
Day’s work is referred to by Hulanicki [Hul66, p. 88]— formula (1) explicitly appears in [Gre69]
only in §3.2 called Reiter’s work in harmonic analysis (Reiter’s condition).
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is quite inconvenient for establishing amenability). It is further carried over to equiv-
alence relations and reformulated in terms of means in [Zim77, Proposition 4.1].
The fact that groupoids provide a natural setup for Zimmer’s definition is immedi-
ately pointed out already in the review of his paper [Com77]. A systematic imple-
mentation of this is done by Renault [Ren80] who also establishes several approx-
imate invariance conditions equivalent to the amenability of a measured groupoid.
3o. Furstenberg, who introduces the Poisson boundary of a random walk in
1963, immediately notices and uses its relationship with amenability [Fur63a,
Fur63b] 2. Yet the fact that the Liouville property of a random walk (” the
absence of non-constant bounded harmonic functions ” the triviality of the Poisson
boundary) implies the amenability of the underlying group is first explicitly stated
several years later by Azencott [Aze69, Proposition 1], [Aze70, Proposition II.1
and the Corollaire on p. 43]— if heavily relying on the work of Furstenberg (a more
direct argument in [Fur73, Section 9] is also based on the fixed point property char-
acterization of amenability). On the other hand, amenable groups may also carry
non-Liouville random walks, and Furstenberg conjectures [Fur73, p. 213] that a
group is amenable if and only if it admits a Liouville random walk.
In view of Day’s condition (1), a much more direct link with amenability is
provided by the general fact, a consequence of Derriennic’s 0-2 laws [Der76], that
for any Markov chain the Liouville property is equivalent to the asymptotic in-
dependence of its one-dimensional distributions (or their Cesa`ro averages, to be
more precise) of the initial position of the chain. Therefore, in the group case the
Liouville property not only implies amenability, but also gives rise to an explicit
asymptotically invariant sequence (1) in the most “economical” way: one just has
to provide a single measure µ (the step distribution of the random walk), and then
the whole sequence is obtained from µ by using the convolution operation provided
by the intrinsic group structure, see Kaimanovich–Vershik [KV83, Theorem 4.2].
An equally direct (if entirely non-constructive) approach consists in using a
measure-linear mean to provide an equivariant projection from the space of bounded
functions on the state space onto constants, see Connes –Feldman –Weiss [CFW81,
Proposition 20], Lyons – Sullivan [LS84, Theorem 31], Kaimanovich–Fisher [KF98,
Theorem 1].
Furstenberg’s conjecture was proved by Vershik and the second author [VK79,
KV83], and, independently, by Rosenblatt [Ros81] by constructing, for any locally
compact amenable group G, an absolutely continuous probability measure µ on G
with the property that the sequence of its convolution powers satisfies Day’s condi-
tion (1). The proof in [KV83] uses Reiter’s condition (see Forghani –Kaimanovich
[FK20] for its interpretation in the probabilistic language of stopping times),
2Apparently, Furstenberg was not aware of the notion of amenability at the time of writing
[Fur63a, Fur63b]. Instead, he argued in terms of the fixed point property introduced by him a`
la Markov –Kakutani in [Fur63b, Definition 1.4]— the existence of a fixed point for any affine
action of a given group on a compact convex set in a locally convex linear topological space.
Actually, this property had already been considered in 1961 by Day [Day61] who showed that it
follows from the amenability of the group. Moreover, this implication is essentially contained in
the 1939 note of Bogolyubov [Bog39] that remained virtually unknown until the 90s, see Anosov
[Ano94] and Grigorchuk – de la Harpe [GdlH17]. The proof of the converse implication—that
the Markov –Kakutani fixed point property implies amenability— indicated by Day in [Day61,
Theorem 3] in the generality of topological groups contains a gap (and in the original form only
works for discrete groups) ultimately filled in by Rickert in 1967 [Ric67].
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whereas a similar but more complicated argument in [Ros81] is based on a topo-
logical analogue of Følner’s criterion.
4o. The common features of a number of examples which still demonstrate
a certain stochastic homogeneity in spite of not being space homogeneous sensu
stricto—the Brownian motion on foliations, the random walks in random environ-
ment and on equivalence relations—prompted the second author to introduce the
general setup of equivariant Markov chains on groupoids [Kai05]. In the same way
as in the particular case of groups (see 3o above), the Liouville property for such
chains almost automatically implies the amenability of the underlying groupoid.
A natural question then was to ask whether Furstenberg’s conjecture holds for
groupoids as well, namely, whether any amenable groupoid carries a Liouville equi-
variant Markov chain [Kai05, Conjecture 4.6].
The purpose of this paper is to present a proof of the above conjecture for
measured groupoids. A preliminary draft was written by the first author in 2006
[Bu¨h06], and this result was presented at a number of seminars at the time. The
current version has been rewritten by the second author. In the meantime this
conjecture was independently proved by Chu– Li [CL18] in a greater generality of
semigroupoids, both in the measure and in the topological categories. Although
our approach and that of [CL18] are based on the same general idea from [KV83],
technically they are quite different, and our argument appears to be more straight-
forward.
The construction of a Liouville measure from [KV83, Theorem 4.3] was carried
over to numerous other setups by Hayashi –Yamagami [HY00, Theorem 2.5], the
second author [Kai02, Theorem 1], Bartholdi [Bar18, Theorem 8.20], Juschenko–
Zheng [JZ18, Lemma 2], Schneider –Thom [ST19, Theorem 4.8]. We expect our
technique to provide a uniform treatment of all these situations and be applicable
to other Markov chains (in particular, on hypergroups and hypergroupoids) as well.
5o. Let us briefly outline the structure of the paper. In Section 1 we remind
the reader of the definition of amenable measured groupoids and of the associated
background.
One can think about a groupoid G (the most succinctly defined as a small
category with invertible morphisms) as a collection of arrows (morphisms) between
its objects. There is a composition operation that obeys the same rules as the
group multipication (groups being precisely the groupoids with only one object).
An important difference, though, is that the composition in groupoids is partial
in the sense that two arrows are composable only if the target of one matches the
source of the other one. We denote by Gx the fibre of the target map over an
object x, i.e., the set of all arrows with the target x. These fibres are moved around
according to the formula
gG
g
“Gg @g P G ,
where g and g are the source and the target of the morphism g, respectively.
A Haar system is a collection λ “ tλxuxPX of measures on the fibres G
x which is
left invariant in the sense that
g λ
g
“ λg @g PG ,
The remaining ingredient of the definition of a measured groupoid pG,λ,κq is
a measure κ on the set of objects which is required to be quasi-invariant in a
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sense similar to the quasi-invariance used for group actions. By integrating the
measures λx from the Haar system against κ one obtains then a measure on the
whole groupoid denoted by λ ‹ κ.
The definition of the amenability of a measured groupoid pG,λ,κq we are
working with (Definition 11) is the one of Renault [Ren80, Lemma 3.4] recast
as in Anantharaman-Delaroche–Renault [ADR01, Definition 2.6] and [Kai05,
Section 2.B]. It requires what we call the integral strong asymptotic invariance
(ISAI) condition: there exists a sequence of systems tθxnuxPX of absolutely contin-
uous probability measures on the fibres Gx such that the discrepancy functions
(2) g ÞÑ
››g θgn ´ θgn››
converge to 0 in the weak˚ topology σpL8, L1q of the space L8pG,λ ‹ κq.
The first rather obvious observation (Remark 12) consists in noticing that in
our situation the weak˚ convergence is equivalent just to the convergenceż ››g θgn ´ θgn›› dmpgq ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8
0
of the integrals with respect to a single reference probability measure m equivalent
to λ ‹ κ, or, in the “ε-form”,
@ ε ą 0 D tθxu :
ż ››g θg ´ θg›› dmpgq ă ε .
6o. The principal part of the paper is Section 2. We begin it with recall-
ing the definition of an equivariant Markov chain on a groupoid G from [Kai05]
(Definition 15). One imposes on its transition probabilities the same equivaraince
condition
pig
1g “ g1 pig
as for random walks on groups, but in the groupoid case additionally one has
to make sure that the translate g1 pig is well-defined whenever the morphisms g
and g1 are composable, which means that the transition probability pig has to be
concentrated on the fibre Gg. Thus, the sample paths of an equivariant Markov
chain are confined to the fibres of the target map, so that the whole “global chain”
can be considered as a collection of “local” chains on the fibres.
The set of objects of a groupoid is embedded into the set of morphisms by the
unit inclusion map. Therefore (Proposition 20), an equivariant Markov chain gives
rise to a target fibred system of probability measures, and, conversely, all transition
probabilities can be recovered from this system by the formula
pig “ g pi
g
.
The product of two equivariant chains (more rigorously, of their transition opera-
tors) corresponds to the usual convolution of the associated target fibred systems
of measures (or, in the absolutely continuous case, of their densities).
The discrepancy functions (2) from the definition of an amenable groupoid can
be then interpreted in terms of equivariant Markov chains as››g θg ´ θg›› “ ››pig ´ pig›› “ }pδg ´ δgqP } “ ∆pg, P q ,
where tθxu is a system of measures on the target map fibres,
pig “ gθ
g
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are the transition probabilities of the associated equivariant Markov chain, and P
is the transition operator of this chain. We say that
g ÞÑ ∆pg, P q
is the discrepancy function of an equivariant transition operator P , or, of the corre-
sponding equivariant Markov chain (Definition 25). As we have already mentioned,
the sample paths of an equivariant Markov chain are confined to the fibres of the
target map, and the value of the discrepancy function at a point g is the total
variation distance between the transitions probabilities issued from g and from the
distinguished point g of its target fibre Gg. The mean discrepancy with respect to
a probability measure m on G is the m-average
∆pm,P q “
ż
∆pg, P q dmpgq
of the discrepancy function.
We can now say that a sequence of equivariant transition operators Pn on
groupoid satisfies the integral strong asymptotic invariance (ISAI) condition— it
was earlier introduced for target fibred systems of measures— if their discrepancy
functions converge to 0 in the weak˚ topology, or, equivalently, if
∆pm, Pnq Ñ 0
for a fixed reference measure m (Definition 26). Renault’s definition of an amenable
measured groupoid amounts then to the existence of an ISAI sequence of equivariant
Markov operators.
7o. In the group case an equivariant Markov operator P “ Pθ is determined
just by a single probability measure θ on the group, and its mean discrepancy is
then
(3) ∆pm,P q “ ∆pm, θq “
ż
}gθ ´ θ} dmpgq ,
so that the amenability of a locally compact group is equivalent to the existence of
a sequence of absolutely continuous probability measures θn such that
(4) ∆pm, θnq Ñ 0
for a fixed (” any) reference probability measure m equivalent to the Haar measure,
or, in the ε-form,
(5) @ ε ą 0 D θ : ∆pm, θq ă ε .
Although in the group context one usually employs the criteria of Day, Følner,
or Reiter (see 1o above), conditions (4) and (5) can be quite useful as well. Con-
dition (5) is nothing but an extension of the usual Følner condition from sets to
measures, where the reference measure m plays the role of a generating set (see
[Hul66] and [Kai92a] for passing from sets to measures and back in isoperimetric
conditions). A similar integral characteristic obtained by replacing the total varia-
tion with the Kullback –Leibler divergence plays an important role in the entropy
theory of random walks developed in [KV83].
Actually, the mean discrepancy (3) in a hidden form appears in the second of
the two Følner criteria (the “sufficient condition” of [Føl55, Main Theorem (2)]),
which in our notation states that the amenability of a discrete group G is equivalent
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to the existence of a constant C ă 2 such that for any finitely supported probability
measure m on G there is a finite subset A Ă G with
(6) ∆pm,χAq ă C ,
where χA denotes the uniform probability measure on A, cf. Juschenko –Nagnibeda
[JN15, Theorem 17] and Gournay [Gou15, Corollary 5.2]. A topological version of
condition (6) was recently obtained by Schneider –Thom [ST18, Theorem 4.5(3)].
It would be interesting to extend (6) to measures and to carry it over to topological
groups.
8o. The key ingredient of our approach is the following simple observation:
Proposition 35. If pPnq is an ISAI sequence of transition operators on a mea-
sured groupoid, then for any other equivariant transition operator with absolutely
continuous transition probabilities Q the sequence pQPnq is also ISAI.
By using it we establish our main technical tool:
Theorem 30. If pPnq is an ISAI sequence of equivariant transition operators
with absolutely continuous transition probabilities on a measured groupoid, then
there exists an infinite convex combination P of the operators Pn such that the
sequence of powers Pn is also ISAI.
Its proof is based on the same general idea as in [KV83, Theorem 4.3]. How-
ever, the use of Proposition 35 instead of Reiter’s condition allows us both to sim-
plify and to generalize that argument. As an immediate corollary of Theorem 30
we then obtain our principal result:
Theorem 31. A measured groupoid pG,λ,κq is amenable if and only if there
exists an equivariant transition operator on P with absolutely continuous transi-
tion probabilities such that the sequence of its powers satisfies the integral strong
asymptotic invariance condition (ISAI).
It implies, in particular, that the weak˚ convergence to 0 of the discrepancy
functions (2) in the definition of amenability can be replaced with the convergence
almost everywhere.
By using the general 0-2 laws for Markov chains Theorem 30 is further inter-
preted in terms of the triviality of the tail and of the Poisson boundaries of the
fibrewise Markov chains determined by equivariant transition operators (we recall
that since the samples paths of an equivariant Markov chain are confined to the
target map fibres, it only makes sense to talk about the boundary triviality of the
fibrewise chains). Namely,
Theorem 44. The amenability of a measured groupoid is equivalent to the ex-
istence of an equivariant Markov chain with absolutely continuous transition prob-
abilities whose tail boundary (alternatively, Poisson boundary) is fibrewise trivial.
9o. In Section 3 we specialize the general results of Section 2 to the particular
case of measure class preserving group actions. The fact that the action of any (not
necessarily amenable) locally compact group on its Poisson boundary is in a sense
similar to actions of amenable groups was the motivation for Zimmer’s definition
of an amenable action [Zim78], and the Poisson boundary action was his primary
example.
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Zimmer’s argument for proving the amenability of the Poisson boundary action
critically depends on the time homogeneity. By using a different approach (cf. the
discussion in 3o above) Connes –Woods [CW89, Theorem 2.2 and Remark 2.3]
established the amenability of the action of a locally compact group G on the Pois-
son boundary for what they calledmatrix-valued random walks (equivariant Markov
chains on the product of G by a certain countable set subject to some additional
assumptions on the transition probabilities). Actually, since the matrix-valued ran-
dom walks are time inhomogeneous, in this situation one should rather talk about
the tail boundary (the quotient of the path space by the synchronous asymptotic
equivalence relation), see Section 2.E. It was later proved that, conversely, any mea-
sure class preserving amenable action of a second countable locally compact group
can be presented as the boundary action of an appropriately defined matrix-valued
random walk: first by Elliott –Giordano [EG93] for countable groups and then by
Adams –Elliott –Giordano [AEG94] in the general case.
Given a group action G : X ý, the objects of the associated groupoid G are
just the points of the action space X . The morphisms of G are the pairs of points
from the same action orbit labelled with a group element that moves one to the
other. Therefore, the fibresGx can be identified with the group G, and the systems
of measures tθxuxPX on the fibres G
x that appear in the definition of amenability
are nothing but maps from the action space X to the space of probability measures
on G.
Renault’s definition mentioned in 5o takes then the following form for a measure
class preserving action of a locally compact group G on a measure space pX,κq:
the action is amenable if and only if there exists a sequence of measurable maps
x ÞÑ θxn from X to the space PλpGq of absolutely continuous probability measures
on G which is asymptotically equivariant in the sense that the functions
pg, xq ÞÑ }gθxn ´ θ
gx
n }
converge to 0 in the weak˚ topology of the space L8pG ˆ X,λ b κq; here λ is a
Haar measure on G.
Equivariant Markov chains on the action groupoid G can be interpreted as—
in the probabilistic terminology— random walks in random environment on the
group G. The presence of a group structure allows one to talk about the increments
between consecutive group elements, and to describe Markov chains on G in terms
of the distibutions of these increments. Thus, an environment on G is a collection
µ “ tµgugPG of probability measures on G which determines the Markov chain with
the transitions
g
h„µg
gh
(the ordinary space homogeneous random walk determined by a step distribution µ
corresponds to the constant environment µg ” µ). A random walk in random
environment consists in sampling first an environment µ, and then performing the
random walk in this environment.
The restriction of the equivariant Markov chain determined by a system of
measures tθxu to a single fibre Gx can, therefore, be considered as the random
walk on G in the environment
µ “ tµgugPG , µ
g “ θg
´1x ,
which becomes “random” in the presence of a probability measure on the action
space. Thus, for actions Theorem 44 can be restated in the following way:
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Theorem 51. The amenability of a measure class preserving action of a locally
compact group G is equivalent to the existence of a measurable map x ÞÑ θx from the
action space to the space of absolutely continuous probability measures on G such
that the tail boundary (alternatively, the Poisson boundary) of the random walk on
the group G in the arising random environment is almost surely trivial.
1. Amenable groupoids
1.A. Groupoids. A groupoid is a small category in which each morphism is
an isomorphism. In other words, a groupoid G is determined by a set of objects
(units)
X “ ObjG “ G p0q
and a set of morphisms (elements) denoted just by
G – MorG “ G p1q
endowed with the source (domain) and target (codomain, or range) maps
spgq “ g , tpgq “ g
from G to X . The set of composable pairs in G is
G p2q “
 
pg,g1q P GˆG : g “ g1
(
,
and the composition (multiplication) is a map
G p2q Ñ G , pg,g1q ÞÑ g g1
such that
(7) g g1 “ g1 , g g1 “ g ,
see Figure 8.
PSfrag replacements
g1g “ g1g
g1g
g g1
Figure 8. Composition in groupoids.
Remark 9. The multiplication rule (7) matches the prefix notation used for
the left actions of groups, in which one has pgg1qx “ gpg1xq, i.e., g1 is applied
“first”, cf. Section 3. This is why the arrows in Figure 8 are directed to the
left. This convention allows us to introduce the equivariant Markov chains on a
groupoid (Definition 15) by imposing the same condition pigg
1
“ gpig
1
as in the
usual definition of the (right) random walks on groups.
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The fibres of the source and the target maps are denoted
Gx “ s
´1pxq “
 
g P G : g “ x
(
, Gx “ t´1pxq “ tg PG : g “ xu ,
respectively, so that for any g P G the domain of the left multiplication by g is
precisely the fibre Gg, and
(10) gG
g
“Gg @g P G .
There is an embedding (the unit inclusion)
ǫ : X Ñ G ,
which associates to any object x P X the identity morphism ǫx (below we shall
routinely identify x and ǫx) such that
ǫx “ ǫx “ x @x P X
and
g ǫg “ ǫg g “ g @g PG .
For any g PG there is a unique inverse morphism g´1 with the property that
g´1 “ g , g´1 “ g ,
and
g g´1 “ ǫg , g
´1 g “ ǫg .
Finally, the composition (when well-defined) is associative.
The standard examples of groupoids are
— groups : they are the groupoids with only one object;
— equivalence relations (the associated groupoids are called principal): the mor-
phisms are just the pairs of equivalent objects;
— group actions (which combine the features both of groups and of equivalence
relations): the morphisms are the triples which consist of two action space points
together with a group element moving one point to the other one, see Section 3
for more details.
1.B. Measured groupoids. A measurable structure (i.e., a σ-algebra of mea-
surable sets) on the set of morphisms of a groupoid G induces the pullback measur-
able structures both on the set of objects X (by the unit inclusion map ǫ : X ãÑ G)
and on the set of composable pairs G p2q (by the inclusion G p2q ãÑ GˆG). If all
structure maps described in Section 1.A are measurable, then the groupoid G is
called measurable.
A measurable system of measures
λ “ tλxuxPX
on the fibres Gx of the target map of a measurable groupoid G (in short: a
measurable target fibred system of measures) is the one for which the map
x ÞÑ xf, λxy
is measurable whenever f is a non-negative measurable function onG (the fibrewise
measures λx are not required to be normalized or finite unless otherwise specified).
A Haar system on a measurable groupoid G is a measurable target fibred system of
measures λ “ tλxuxPX which is left invariant in the sense that
g λ
g
“ λg @g PG ,
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and proper, i.e., there exists a non-negative measurable function f on G such that
xf, λxy “ 1 @x P X .
Given a measurable target fibred system λ “ tλxu on a groupoid G and a
measure κ on its set of objects X , one can integrate the fibrewise measures λx with
respect to κ to obtain a measure onG denoted λ‹κ. The measure κ is called quasi-
invariant with respect to a Haar system λ if the inversion map g ÞÑ g´1 preserves
the pλ ‹κq-negligible sets. Finally, a measured groupoid is a triple pG,λ,κq, where
G is a measurable groupoid, λ is a Haar system on G, and κ is a quasi-invariant
measure on the set of objects X .
All measure spaces are assumed to be Lebesgue –Rokhlin measure
spaces, and all measures are finite or σ-finite unless otherwise
specified.
1.C. Amenability. Without spelling out numerous equivalent definitions of
amenability of measured groupoids (for more details see Anantharaman-Delaroche–
Renault [ADR00, Chapter 3]), we shall only define it in terms of asymptotically
invariant target fibred systems of probability measures (also called approximate invari-
ant means), which is Renault [Ren80, Lemma 3.4] or Anantharaman-Delaroche–
Renault [ADR01, Definition 2.6] recast as in [Kai05, Section 2.B]:
Definition 11. A measured groupoid pG,λ,κq is called amenable if there
exists a sequence of measurable target fibred systems θn “ tθ
x
nuxPX of absolutely
continuous probability measures (i.e., such that θxn ă λ
x for all x P X) which
satisfies the integral strong 3 asymptotic invariance (ISAI) condition:ż ››g θgn ´ θgn›› dmpgq ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8
0
for any probability measurem ă λ‹κ, where } ¨ } denotes the total variation norm.
Remark 12. The integral strong asymptotic invariance condition means that
the sequence of discrepancy functions
(13) g ÞÑ
››gθgn ´ θgn›› , g P G ,
converges to 0 in the weak˚ topology σpL8, L1q of the space L8pG,λ‹κq. It is well-
known and easy to verify (e.g., see Dunford – Schwartz [DS88, Exercise IV.13.27])
that in our situation (convergence of non-negative functions with uniformly bounded
L8 norms to 0) the weak˚ convergence is equivalent just to the convergence of the
integrals with respect to a single probability measure from the same measure class.
Thus, the integral strong asymptotic invariance condition on a sequence pθnq is
equivalent to the convergenceż ››g θgn ´ θgn›› dmpgq ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8
0
for a fixed reference probability measure m equivalent to λ‹κ (notation: m „ λ‹κ).
3The qualifier strong in this definition refers to the strong topology induced by the total
variation distance on the space of measures.
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Remark 14. Since the discrepancy functions (13) are uniformly bounded, the
integral strong asymptotic invariance condition follows from the pointwise strong
asymptotic invariance condition››g θgn ´ θgn›› ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8
0 for pλ ‹ κq-a.e. g PG ,
which is a priory stronger. However, the integral and the pointwise conditions are
equivalent for power sequences, see the proof of Theorem 31 below.
2. Markov chains on groupoids and approximate invariance
2.A. Equivariant Markov chains. We shall now interpret target fibred sys-
tems of probability measures on a groupoid in Markov terms.
Definition 15 ([Kai05, Definition 3.1]). A Markov chain on a measurable
groupoidG determined by a measurable 4 family of transition probability measures
π “ tpigugPG is called equivariant if
(16) pig
`
Gg
˘
“ 1 @g P G ,
and
(17) pigg
1
“ g pig
1
@ pg,g1q PG p2q ,
so that the map g ÞÑ pig is equivariant with respect to the left action of G.
Remark 18. Condition (16) of the above definition is necessary and sufficient
for the translate g pig
1
from condition (17) to be well-defined for any pg,g1q P G p2q.
The fact that all transition measures pig are concentrated on the corresponding
fibres Gg means that the value of the target map remains constant under the
Markov transitions, i.e., one can consider the “global” chain on G as a collection
of the “local” chains on the fibres Gx of the target map.
Another equivalent way of describing a Markov chain consists in using the
associated transition operator P which acts as
(19) Pfpgq “ xf, pigy , αP “
ż
pig dαpgq
on appropriately defined spaces of functions and measures, respectively.
Proposition 20 (cf. [Kai05, Proposition 3.4]). There is a canonical one-to-
one correspondence between equivariant Markov chains on a measurable groupoid G
and measurable target fibred systems of probability measures on G.
Proof. The restriction of the system of the transition probabilities tpigugPG of
an equivariant Markov chain to the space of objects X (which is embedded into G
by the unit inclusion map ǫ) produces a system of probability measures
(21) θx “ piǫx
which is target fibred by condition (16), and the restriction of a measurable sys-
tem tpigu from G to X is a measurable system as well.
4The measurability of the family pi is understood here in the same weak sense as in Sec-
tion 1.B, i.e., that the map g ÞÑ xf, pigy is measurable for any measurable function f on G.
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Conversely, if tθxuxPX is a measurable target fibred system of probability mea-
sures, then put
(22) pig “ g θ
g
@g P G .
Since θg is concentrated onGg, the measures pig are well-defined, satisfy conditions
(16) and (17), and the system tpigu is measurable. 
Remark 23. The above correspondence clearly preserves the absolute conti-
nuity. Namely, the transition probabilities tpigu of an equivariant Markov chain on
a groupoid G are absolutely continuous with respect to a Haar system λ “ tλxu in
the sense that
pig ă λg @g P G
if and only if θx ă λx for all measures from the corresponding target fibred sys-
tem tθxu.
Remark 24. The product of two equivariant Markov operators on a groupoid
is easily seen to be equivariant as well, which, in view of the above correspondence,
gives rise to an associative binary operation on the set of measurable target fibred
systems of probability measures. This operation can be further extended to the set
of all measurable target fibred systems of (not necessarily probability and not nec-
essarily positive) measures under appropriate finiteness conditions which guarantee
that the composition be well-defined. For groups (when there is only one object,
so that any target fibred system consists just of a single measure) this is precisely
the usual convolution, and it is natural to use this term for groupoids as well.
In the case of absolutely continuous systems of measures the convolution can
then be considered as an operation with the corresponding densities, and this
is how the convolution of functions on a groupoid is usually defined (e.g., see
Renault [Ren80, Section II.1] or Anantharaman-Delaroche–Renault [ADR00,
Section 3.1.a]). However, we emphasize that, in precisely the same way as for
groups, the natural domain of the convolution operation on groupoids consists of
(systems of) measures rather than of functions (which only arise as densities with
respect to certain reference measures, e.g., with respect to a Haar system).
2.B. Asymptotically invariant sequences of transition operators. The
discrepancy functions (13) that appear in the definition of amenability of a groupoid
(Definition 11) admit a natural interpretation in terms of the transition probabili-
ties tpigu of the equivariant Markov chain determined by a target fibred system tθxu.
Indeed, by formulas (21) and (22), respectively, for any g P G
θg “ piǫg “ pig
(under the usual identification of objects x P X with the corresponding identity
morphisms ǫx), and
g θ
g
“ pig ,
or, in the operator notation (19),
θg “ δgP , g θ
g
“ δgP .
As we have already mentioned in Remark 18, the sample paths of an equivari-
ant Markov chain are confined to the fibres Gx of the target map; each of these
fibres contains a distinguished point (the identity morphism ǫx at x), and the value
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of function (13) at a point g P G is therefore nothing but the total variation dis-
tance between the transitions probabilities issued from the point g and from the
distinguished point g of its target fibre Gg.
Definition 25. The discrepancy of an equivariant Markov chain (or, of the
corresponding transition operator P ) on a groupoid G at a point g P G is the total
variation
∆pg, P q “
››pig ´ pig›› “ }pδg ´ δgqP } .
Themean discrepancy with respect to a probability measurem onG is them-average
∆pm,P q “
ż
∆pg, P q dmpgq
of the discrepancy function ∆p¨, P q.
Definition 26 and Proposition 29 below are the reformulations of the defini-
tions of the strongly asymptotically invariant sequences and of amenability from
Section 1.C in terms of the discrepancy functions of equivariant Markov chains
obtained by replacing, with the help of Proposition 20, target fibred systems of
measures with the associated equivariant transition operators.
Definition 26. A sequence of equivariant transition operators on a measured
groupoid pG,λ,κq satisfies the integral strong asymptotic invariance (ISAI) condition
if the sequence of their discrepancy functions converges to 0 in the weak˚ topology
of the space L8pG,λ ‹ κq.
Remark 27 (cf. Remark 12). The weak˚ convergence
∆p¨, Pnq Ñ 0
in the above definition is equivalent to the convergence
∆pm, Pnq Ñ 0
just for a single reference probability measure m „ λ ‹ κ.
Remark 28 (cf. Remark 14). The integral strong asymptotic invariance con-
dition follows from the pointwise strong asymptotic invariance condition, which in the
Markov setup amounts to the almost everywhere convergence of the discrepancy
functions
∆pg, Pnq Ñ 0 for pλ ‹ κq-a.e. g P G .
Proposition 29. A measured groupoid is amenable if and only if it admits an
ISAI sequence of equivariant Markov chains with absolutely continuous transition
probabilities.
Our main technical result (to be proved in Section 2.D below) is
Theorem 30. If pPnq is an ISAI sequence of equivariant transition operators
with absolutely continuous transition probabilities on a measured groupoid, then
there exists an infinite convex combination P of the operators Pn such that the
sequence of powers Pn is also ISAI.
Theorem 30 then implies the following characterization of amenability of a
measured groupoid:
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Theorem 31. The following conditions on a measured groupoid pG,λ,κq are
equivalent:
(i) pG,λ,κq is amenable;
(ii) there exists a sequence pθnq of measurable target fibred systems of absolutely
continuous probability measures which satisfies the pointwise strong asymptotic
invariance condition
››g θgn ´ θgn›› ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8
0 for pλ ‹ κq-a.e. g P G ,
or, in terms of the corresponding transition operators Pn,
}pδg ´ δgqPn} ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8
0 for pλ ‹ κq-a.e. g P G ;
(iii) the systems θn from condition (ii) can be chosen to be the convolution powers
of a single such system, i.e., the corresponding transition operators are the
powers Pn “ P
n of a single operator P .
Proof. Since the implication (iii) ùñ (ii) is trivial, whereas the implication
(ii) ùñ (i) follows from the fact that the pointwise strong asymptotic invariance
condition is stronger than the integral one (see Remark 14 and Remark 28), we
only have to verify the implication (i) ùñ (iii), which is an immediate consequence
of Proposition 29 and Theorem 30.
Indeed, the sequence of the discrepancy functions ∆p¨, Pnq is uniformly bounded
and monotone in n, see inequality (32) below, and therefore the integral and the
pointwise strong asymptotic invariance conditions are equivalent for any power se-
quence pPnq. 
2.C. Inequalities for the discrepancy function. Here we establish certain
auxiliary properties of discrepancy functions and ISAI sequences used in the proof
of Theorem 30.
It is straightforward that for any pair of equivariant transition operators P,Q
the discrepancy function of the product PQ satisfies the inequality
(32)
∆pg, PQq “ }pδg ´ δgqPQ}
ď }pδg ´ δgqP } “ ∆pg, P q
for any g PG. In what concerns the product in the opposite order,
(33)
∆pg, QP q “ }pδg ´ δgqQP }
ď }δgQP ´ δgP } ` }δgQP ´ δgP }
ď ∆pδgQ,P q `∆pδgQ,P q ,
where we have used the fact that if a probability measure m is concentrated on a
fibre Gx, then
}pm´ δxqP } “
››››
ż
pδg ´ δxqP dmpgq
››››
ď
ż
}pδg ´ δxqP } dmpgq “ ∆pm,P q .
By integrating inequalities (32) and (33) we then obtain
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Lemma 34. For any probability measure m on G and any pair of equivariant
transition operators P,Q
(i) ∆pm,PQq ď ∆pm,P q ,
(ii) ∆pm,QP q ď ∆pmQ,P q `∆pmQ,P q ,
where m denotes the image of the measure m under the target map t : g ÞÑ g
composed (as usual) with the unit inclusion ǫ : X Ñ G.
If Q is an equivariant transition operator with absolutely continuous transition
probabilities on a measured groupoid pG,λ,κq, and m is a measure absolutely
continuous with respect to λ ‹ κ, then the measures mQ and mQ also have this
property, and therefore Lemma 34(ii) implies
Proposition 35. If pPnq is an ISAI sequence of transition operators on a mea-
sured groupoid, then for any other equivariant transition operator with absolutely
continuous transition probabilities Q the sequence pQPnq is also ISAI.
2.D. ISAI power sequences (proof of Theorem 30). Let us first fix a
sequence of coefficients ti ą 0 with
8ÿ
i“1
ti “ 1 ,
and choose an increasing integer sequence ki with
(36) pt1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ti´1q
ki “ εi Œ 0 .
By using Proposition 35 we can inductively define a sequence of operators
Ri “ Pni
by starting with n1 “ 1, and then for i ą 1 putting ni to be the minimal n ą ni´1
such that
(37) ∆pm, QPnq ď εi
for any operator Q which is a product of not more than ki of the operators
R1, . . . , Ri´1 (taken in any order and counted with their multiplicities), where m is
a fixed probability measure on G equivalent to λ ‹ κ. We claim that the operator
P “
8ÿ
i“1
tiRi “
8ÿ
i“1
tiPni
does the job. By Remark 27 we have to verify just that
∆pm, P kq ÝÝÝÑ
kÑ8
0 .
Indeed, for any integer k
(38) P k “
ÿ
I
tIRI ,
where the sum is taken over all multi-indices I “ pi1, i2, . . . , ikq with the entries
ij ě 1, and
tI “ ti1ti2 . . . tik , RI “ Ri1Ri2 . . . Rik .
Now, for k “ ki we can split the sum (38) as
P k “
ÿ
I:|I|ăi
tIRI `
ÿ
I:|I|ěi
tIRI ,
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where
|I| “ max
j
ij
denotes the maximum of a multi-index I “ pi1, i2, . . . , ikq. By (36)ÿ
I:|I|ăi
tI “ εi ,
whereas by (37) and Lemma 34(i)
∆pm, RIq ď εi @ I : |I| ě i ,
whence
∆pm, P kq ď
ÿ
I:|I|ăi
tI∆pm, RIq `
ÿ
I:|I|ěi
tI∆pm, RIq
ď 2
ÿ
I:|I|ăi
tI ` εi
ÿ
I:|I|ěi
tI ď 3εi .
Since the sequence ∆pm, P kq is non-increasing in k by Lemma 34(i), the claim
follows.
2.E. 0–2 laws for Markov chains. In order to interpret Theorem 31 in en-
tirely qualitative probabilistic terms, let us first recall the corresponding background
definitions and results in the general situation. Given a transition operator P and
an initial measure m on a state space Ω, we denote by Pm the associated measure
on the path space ΩZ` . Note that m (and, therefore, Pm as well) need not be
normalized or finite.
There are two complete σ-algebras on the path space
`
ΩZ` ,Pm
˘
which describe
the behaviour of the chain at infinity: the tail σ-algebra A8 and its subalgebra
E Ă A8 (the exit σ-algebra) which consists of the time shift invariant events. These
σ-algebras can also be described as the measurable envelopes of the respective
synchronous and asynchronous tail equivalence relations on the path space:
pω0, ω1, . . . q « pω
1
0, ω
1
1, . . . q ðñ Dn ě 0 : ωn`i “ ω
1
n`i @ i ě 0 ,
and
pω0, ω1, . . . q „ pω
1
0, ω
1
1, . . . q ðñ Dn, n
1 ě 0 : ωn`i “ ω
1
n1`i @ i ě 0 .
The associated quotient spaces of the path space are called, respectively, the tail
boundary and the Poisson boundary of the Markov chain. Since the exit σ-algebra is
a subalgebra of the tail one, the Poisson boundary is a quotient of the tail boundary.
The Poisson boundary is responsible, via the Poisson formula, for an integral
representation of bounded harmonic functions on the state space (i.e., such func-
tions f that Pf “ f), whereas the tail boundary represents the bounded space-
time harmonic functions (i.e., the sequences pfnq of functions on the state space
with fn “ Pfn`1). In particular, the absence of non-constant bounded harmonic
functions (the Liouville property) is equivalent to the triviality of Poisson boundary,
i.e., to the triviality Pm-(mod 0) of the exit σ-algebra.
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the triviality of the tail and the exit
σ-algebras are provided by the respective 0-2 laws [Der76], [Kai92b]. Below we
shall only need the “0 part” of these laws in the situation when the measure m is
quasi-substationary, i.e., when the measure class of the step 1 distribution mP is
dominated by that of m; in particular, this is the case when m-almost all transition
probabilities are absolutely continuous with respect to m.
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Proposition 39 (Derriennic [Der76, Theorem 6]). If an initial distribution m
of the Markov chain with a transition operator P is quasi-substationary, then
(i) the tail σ-algebra A8 is trivial Pm-(mod 0) if and only if
}pα´ βqPn} Ñ 0
for any two probability measures α, β ă m;
(ii) the exit σ-algebra E is trivial Pm-(mod 0) if and only if
}pα´ βqQn} Ñ 0
for any two probability measures α, β ă m, where
Qn “
1
n
`
P ` P 2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Pn
˘
are the Cesa`ro averages of the powers of the operator P .
Remark 40. If the measurem is stationary (i.e., mP “ m), then the associated
measure Pm on the path space is invariant with respect to the time shift T , and
conditions (i) and (ii) above are equivalent to mixing and ergodicity of T , respec-
tively; this is how these conditions are sometimes referred to (e.g., see Rosenblatt
[Ros81]). The simplest example in which (ii) is satisfied, whereas (i) is not (ergod-
icity without mixing), is provided by the deterministic random walk on the order 2
cyclic group Z2, or, in a less degenerate form, by the simple random walk on the
infinite cyclic group Z (in both cases one takes for m the counting measure on the
state space).
Notice that even if the tail σ-algebra is non-trivial Pm-(mod 0), it may still be
trivial with respect to other “smaller” initial distributions (for instance, if a random
walk on a group is Liouville, then the tail σ-algebra is trivial with respect to any
one-point initial distribution), see [KV83], [Kai92b] for more details.
Remark 41. The sequence of Cesa`ro averages in condition (ii) can be replaced
with the sequence of the averages of the powers of P along any approximate invari-
ant mean on Z` [Kai92b, Theorem 2.3], in particular, with the sequence of the
powers Rn of the average
R “
ÿ
k
pkP
k
for any probability distribution ppkq on Z` with the greatest common divisor 1, for
instance, one can take
R “ 1
2
pP ` P 2q .
Thus, under the conditions of Proposition 39 the exit σ-algebra of the operator P ,
and both the tail and the exit σ-algebras of the operator R are all either trivial
or non-trivial Pm-(mod 0) simultaneously (actually, these three σ-algebras can be
identified in a natural sense, see [Der76], [Kai92b]).
2.F. Asymptotic invariance and the fibrewise Liouville property. We
can now return to the equivariant Markov chains on groupoids. Since the sample
paths of equivariant chains are confined to the target fibres Gx, x P X (see Re-
mark 18), any equivariant transition operator P can be considered as a collection
of the fibrewise transition operators P x.
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Definition 42 ([Kai05, Definition 4.1]). The tail (resp., Poisson) boundary
of an equivariant Markov chain on a measured groupoid pG,λ,κq is fibrewise trivial
if the tail (resp., Poisson) boundary of κ-almost every fibrewise chain is trivial with
respect to the corresponding initial measure λx, x P X . If the Poisson boundary is
fibrewise trivial, i.e., if almost every fibrewise chain is Liouville, we also say that
the chain is fibrewise Liouville.
Proposition 39(i) immediately implies
Proposition 43. The tail boundary of an equivariant Markov chain with abso-
lutely continuous transition probabilities on a measured groupoid is fibrewise trivial
if and only if the sequence of the powers of the associated transition operator satisfies
the pointwise (” integral) 5 strong asymptotic invariance condition.
Therefore, Theorem 31 leads to
Theorem 44. The following conditions on a measured groupoid pG,λ,κq are
equivalent:
(i) the groupoid is amenable;
(ii) the groupoid admits an equivariant Markov chain with absolutely continuous
transition probabilities such that its tail boundary is fibrewise trivial;
(iii) the groupoid admits a fibrewise Liouville equivariant Markov chain with abso-
lutely continuous transition probabilities.
Proof. (i) ùñ (ii) This is a combination of Theorem 31 and Proposition 43.
(ii) ùñ (iii) This is obvious, because the fibrewise Poisson boundaries are
quotients of the respective tail boundaries.
(iii) ùñ (i) [Kai05, Theorem 4.2] By the absolute continuity assumption the
transition probability pix “ δxP is absolutely continuous with respect to the corre-
sponding Haar measure λx for κ-almost every x P X , and, having fixed such an x,
for λx-almost every g P Gx the transition probability pig “ δgP is also absolutely
continuous with respect to λx. Therefore, by Proposition 39(ii)
}pδg ´ δgqPQn} Ñ 0
for λ ‹ κ-almost every g P G, i.e., the sequence pPQnq satisfies the pointwise
asymptotic invariance condition, whence G is amenable by Proposition 29. 
Remark 45. The implication (iii) ùñ (ii) is also very easy to verify directly
because the Liouville property for the Markov chain with a transition operator
P is equivalent to the triviality of the tail boundary for the convex combination
1
2
pP ` P 2q, see Remark 41.
3. Amenable actions
3.A. Action groupoid. If G : X ý is a (left) group action, then the action
space X can be considered as the set of objects (“points”) of the associated action
groupoid G. Its morphisms are the “arrows”
g “
´
y
g
ÐÝ x
¯
5 See the proof of Theorem 31 for the equivalence of the pointwise and the integral asymptotic
invariance conditions in the case of power sequences.
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joining the source and the target
g “ x P X , g “ y “ gx P X ,
respectively, and marked with the corresponding group element (label)
ægä “ g P G ,
so that
ægg1ä “ ægä ¨ æg1ä
whenever the composition gg1 is well-defined (cf. Figure 8).
In this situation the source of any morphism g is uniquely determined by the
target g P X and the label ægä P G, so that one can identify the groupoid G with
the product GˆX by using the correspondence
(46) G – GˆX , g – pægä,gq ,
and under this identification
pg, xq “ g´1x , pg, xq “ x , æpg, xqä “ g .
In particular, the target map g ÞÑ g takes the form of the projection
pg, xq ÞÑ pg, xq “ x ,
which provides an identification of the fibresGx of the target map with the groupG.
The composability condition for two pairs pg, xq and pg1, x1q is x1 “ g´1x, and
their composition is
(47) pg, xq
`
g1, g´1x
˘
“ pgg1, xq .
Therefore,
pg, xqG g
´1x “ Gx ,
and the left composition with a morphism pg, xq on the fibre G g
´1x – G amounts
to multiplying the corresponding group elements on the left by g and reattaching
this copy of the group G to the point x instead of g´1x.
3.B. Actions with a quasi-invariant measure. Let us now assume that
G is a locally compact second countable topological group, and λ is a left Haar
measure on it. The measure λ then gives rise to the Haar system λ “ tλxu on
the action groupoid G obtained by endowing each fibre Gx – G with the measure
λx – λ.
Further, let us assume that the action space X is endowed with a measure κ.
Then the measure λ ‹κ on G – GˆX is nothing but the product measure λbκ,
and the quasi-invariance of the measure κ with respect to the action of the group G
means precisely that pG,λ,κq is a measured groupoid in the sense of the definition
from Section 1.B.
In view of the identification Gx – G, a measurable target fibred system θ of
probability measures on the action groupoid G is just a measurable map
θ : x ÞÑ θx
from the action space X to the space PpGq of probability measures on the group G,
or, for an absolutely continuous system, to the space PλpGq of probability measures
on G absolutely continuous with respect to the Haar measure λ.
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The discrepancy function (13) from the definition of amenability then takes the
form
(48) g ÞÑ
››g θg ´ θg›› “ ››g θg´1x ´ θx›› , g “ pg, xq P G .
Therefore, Definition 11 applied to the action groupoid pG,λ,κq means that the
action of the group G on the space pX,κq is amenable if there exists a sequence of
measurable maps
θn : x ÞÑ θ
x
n , X Ñ PλpGq ,
which are asymptotically equivariant in the sense that the sequence of their dis-
crepancy functions (48) converges to 0 in the topology σpL8, L1q of the space
L8pGˆX,λb κq (the integral strong asymptotic invariance condition).
Remark 49. By a change of variables the discrepancy functions (48) in the
above definition can be replaced with the functions
pg, xq ÞÑ
››g θx ´ θgx›› .
3.C. Random walks in random environment. For describing the “local”
Markov chains on the fibres Gx – G arising from a “global” equivariant Markov
chain on the action groupoid (cf. Remark 18) it is convenient to adopt the termi-
nology of random walks in random environment.
The presence of a group structure on the state space of a Markov chain allows
one to talk about the increments between consecutive states and to describe the
chain in terms of their distributions. If tpigugPG is a family of transition probabilities
on a group G, then the increment distribution at a point g P G is the translate
µg “ g´1pig ,
so that the Markov transition from g consists in the (right) multiplication
g
h„µg
gh
by a µg-distributed random increment h.
The environment (collection of the increment distributions) µ “ tµgugPG can
be considered as a PpGq-valued configuration (or a field, in the continuous case)
on the group G. The usual (right) random walk on G with the step distribu-
tion µ corresponds then to the constant environment µg ” µ. In the presence of a
probability measure ν on the space of environments EpGq on a group G one talks
about the associated random walk in random environment (RWRE), which amounts
to first sampling an environment µ from the distribution ν and then performing the
random walk on G with the transition probabilities pig “ gµg determined by the
environment µ [Kai90]. The group G naturally acts on the space of environments
EpGq as
pgµqg
1
“ µg
´1g1 , g, g1 P G ,
and the measure ν is usually assumed to be invariant or quasi-invariant with respect
to this action.
Now, any measurable map θ : X Ñ PpGq determines, by formulas (22)
and (47), the corresponding equivariant Markov chain on the action groupoid G
with the transition probabilities
pipg,xq “ g θg
´1x
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on the fibres Gx – G. In other words, the restriction of the chain to each fibre Gx
is the random walk in the environment µ “ envθpxq defined by the map
(50) envθ : x ÞÑ µ “ tµ
gu , µg “ θg
´1x ,
from the action space X to the space of environments EpGq. This map is clearly
G-equivariant, so that the quasi-invariance of the measure ν implies the quasi-
invariance of its image envθ ν on the space of environments.
We can now restate Theorem 44 in the case of group actions in terms of random
walks in random environment.
Theorem 51. Let G be a second countable locally compact group endowed with
a Haar measure λ. Then the following conditions on a measure class preserving
action of the group G on a measure space pX,κq are equivalent:
(i) the action is amenable;
(ii) there exists a measurable map θ : X ÞÑ PλpGq such that the tail boundary of
the random walk on the group G in the associated random environment (50)
is almost surely Pλ-(mod 0) trivial;
(iii) there exists a measurable map θ : X ÞÑ PλpGq such that the random walk
on the group G in the associated random environment (50) is almost surely
Liouville;
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